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Entries from APS Members at the Armidale Show. Read the article below.
You can contribute to any Forum Display, just bring in specimens.

Contact Us:
Armidale & District Group

PO Box 735, Armidale NSW 2350

President:

Phil Rose

Ph. 6775 3767

prosecarwell@bigpond.com

Secretary:

Penelope Sinclair

Ph. 6771 5639

apsarmidale@gmail.com

Treasurer:

Carole Fullalove

From the Editor: Dear members, this is your newsletter and all articles, snippets and photos
are welcome. Deadlines for each issue is 3 weeks before the Forum in the months of:
February, May, August and November.
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OFFICEBEARERS FOR 2016/17
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Membership:

Phil Rose
Colin Wilson
Penelope Sinclair
Carole Fullalove
Phil Rose

Markets in the Mall, Outings and Arboretum Coordinator:
Patrick Laher
Phone: 0427327719
Newsletter Editor, Web Master and OHS and Environmental Officer:
Neil Wilson
Phone: 0434196604 e-mail: hn2905@gmail.com
Hospitality:
Glenda Mulquiney
Our website:

http://www.aps-armidale.org.au/

President’s Message
It is good to work in the garden at the moment in great weather with moisture in the soil. At least
the weeds pull out and it’s possible to get a fork into the ground. It is easy to forget the role of soil. It
not only holds the plants up, provides the means of hydration and nutrient in all its different ways
but also a means of “communication” between plants including the ability to share some DNA. So
when we try to grow plants from different areas there is much to consider.
Some of these issues were covered in an excellent talk by Jane Pickard at our last forum. A slide
show of the talk will soon be available on our website. Please take some time to view some of the
excellent material available on the site. It will also include the slide show of the fascinating talk by
Peter Croft at the previous forum. Dealing with the effect of fire on our flora and the relationship
with climate change, it helps to explain how the plants we try to grow respond to their environment.
We are not dealing with plants which have been in cultivation for many generations. Instead they
have been evolving in complex and in some cases very isolated areas.
To replicate that in a garden is to say the least a challenge, but in it the enticement to discover more.
Happy gardening.

Phil Rose

Other Group Newsletters:
A new initiative from head office is to send group newsletters to all editors. Below are some
interesting dates if you are travelling. If you would like to read them, contact Neil W.
Weekends - 6, 7 & 13, 14 May and 1, 2 July - Illawarra Grevillea Garden open days. This is one of
the Illawarra’s special gardens. Admission is $5 for adults, children free. Plant sales available.
More details at their Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/Illawarragrevilleapark/
Wed, 7 Jun - Australian Plants Trivia Night. Hosted by East Hills Group
RSVP by 31 May. Contact Karlo Taliana 9709 6135 or karlo.taliana@optus.net.au
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Armidale Show 10 – 11 March

by Patrick Laher

Whilst only two members exhibited in the Native Plant Section this year, I think that our
contribution presented very well [there were no other contributions] Special thanks to
Penelope Sinclair, with assistance from Eric, for the top ledge displays [see below]

(Prizes awarded - see below, Ed.)
Champion - Arrangement (Mixed Foliage) - Penelope
st
1 Prize - Specimens 42, 44, 46 - Patrick, Arrangement (Mixed Foliage) 46 - Penelope
2nd Prize - Arrangement (Mixed Foliage) 46 - Penelope - Specimens 44 - Patrick
I did have a positive
discussion on site with
the Head Steward of
the Horticultural
Section, Lee Robinson,
who was very keen to
see an increase in the
participation rate in
the Native Plant
Section. Once we
settle on our proposed
changes, I will send
them for her approval.
The competition side of the exhibition can be a bit of fun, but it’s an opportunity for us to
exhibit native plants to the general public. It is also hoped that with the right selection of
species together with the Armidale Tree Group vouchers for prizes, that non APS members
will also be tempted to participate in this Section.
We would seek that the APS donation of vouchers would be acknowledged on the Native
Plant Section of the schedule.
I would be pleased to receive suggestions from members regarding the composition of the
Native Plant Section by the end of May.
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A Trio of Bulbines.

by Warren Sheather

The Bulbine genus belongs to the
Asphodelaceae family together with the
exotic Aloes and Kniphofias. Bulbines are a
cosmopolitan group with representatives
in South Africa as well as Australia. There
are five endemic species that are found in
all states. We are growing three species.
Bulbine bulbosa, B. semibarbata and B.
vagans.
Bulbine bulbosa, Bulbine Lily, is a tufted,
perennial herb reaching a height of 75
centimetres. The leaves are succulent,
channelled and about 40 centimetres long.
In late spring and early summer plants produce spikes of up to 50, bright yellow, star-shaped
flowers. In the wild Bulbine Lilies usually grow in large colonies.
B. bulbosa has a subterranean stem called a corm and were eaten by Aboriginal people.
The spring of 2016 was a B. bulbosa bonanza. Good rain early in the year triggered a
proliferation of this yellow-flowered lily on our property, Yallaroo, in larger numbers than
we have seen in 20 years. As a bonus many Chocolate Lilies (Dichopogon strictus) grew in
company with the Bulbines.
B. semibarbata, Leek Lily, is a perennial herb. Leaves are up to 40 centimetres long, linear
and channelled. The flowers are borne on multiple stems, up to two centimetres wide and
appear from September to December. The blooms are not as showy as those of the B.
bulbosa but will make a splash in a cottage garden or rockery when a number are grown
close together. We find that they will seed in the garden with plants popping up in various
places. Our original plants came from Maria in a plant swap.
Bulbine vagans is another local that is found in cliff
crevices around Dangar’s Falls, east of Armidale and is a
perennial herb reaching a height between 20-60
centimetres. Roots are thick and the leaves have a channel
down the middle. From October to January plants produce
many flowering stalks (or scapes). Each stalk holds up to 45
bright yellow flowers. The capsules that follow the flowers
contain small black seeds. Seedlings are common after the
seeds are released.
Bulbine vagans is a beautiful plant that is covered with
flowers for many months. Borders, cottage gardens and
rockeries would all benefit from the addition of B. vagans.
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APS Conference 15-19 Jan 2018 - Grass Roots to Mountain Tops
Advance notice of the APS Conference, to be held in Tasmania during January
2018. Early planning is essential as this is a busy time for tourism.
Featured Speakers:- Professor Jamie Kirkpatrick, Key Note Speaker; Mark
Fountain, Bicentenary of the Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens and James
Wood, A J Swaby Address.
Pre -Conference Tours
1: Alpine to Rainforest. Monday 8 - Friday 12 January.
This tour will be offered pre and post conference.
2: King Island Monday 8 - Friday 12.
This will only be offered as a post-conference tour if the pre-conference tour fills up.
3: Hobart Environs:- Tuesday 9 - Friday 12
This tour’s accommodation will be based in Hobart and the participants will travel
daily to their destinations.
One Day Excursion: Bruny Island - Saturday 13 January.

Conference Program
Sunday 14 January - Registration
Monday 15 – Friday 19 January - Half day talks and half day excursions
Monday 15 – Reception at Government House Hobart
Tuesday 16 - A J Swaby Address – open to the public
Tuesday 16 - Australian Plants Awards
Thursday 18 - Conference dinner
Post-Conference Tours
One Day Excursion: Bruny Island: Saturday 20 January – 1 day This will be a repeat of the
pre-conference trip.
1: Alpine to Rainforest Saturday 20 to Wednesday 24 - 5 days.
2: King Island:- Saturday 20 to Wednesday 24 January Only be on offer if the first tour fills
up and will be a repeat of the pre-conference trip.

Expressions of interest: To receive updates, register or update your details or
indicate your tour preferences please send your details to asgapjan18@gmail.com
or mail to: APST Inc. P O Box 3035, Ulverstone MDC, Ulverstone, Tasmania 7310.
Venue: The Conference Venue is now Wrest Point, Hobart, with accommodation.
Travel: Those who plan to travel by car across Bass Straight should book early and will need
to allow 3 hours to drive from the Spirit of Tasmania Terminal in Devonport to Hobart.
Registration: The registration fee entitles all delegates to the following:
All sessions in the Conference Programme.
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Buses to & from daily excursions, as well as reception at Government House.
Conference bag containing a program booklet, an excursion cup & bag.
Reception at Government House.
Morning tea, lunches and afternoon tea.
Registration will be on-line and the costs are as follows:
Early bird - $396
Standard registration $440
Day registration $125
Conference dinner $65 (not included in registration)
APST (Australian Plants Society Tasmania, Inc.) www.apstas.org.au

Good Luck Verna
Verna has cut the cord to Armidale and is settling in at her new home just outside Cobargo
in the south coast area. The soil and climate will be more agreeable to quick growth of her
new garden.
The South East Group will benefit from Verna’s experience and enthusiasm as she develops
her new garden. The Eurobodala Botanic Gardens is an hour and a half away and she is
surrounded by several great wilderness areas, National Parks and beaches.
We wish her all the best and will miss her valuable company and input to our group.

APS Plant Sales paid by Electronic Funds Transfer by Members.
For members who order plants through Patrick and pay by electronic funds transfer, the
Committee has decided that a clarifying e-mail should be sent to the treasurer and CC to
Patrick after the funds are transferred.
Please include the NUMBER of POTS of each size purchased (140mm - $6·50 each &/or
tube - $3·00 each) and the total amount of funds transferred. Also include the reference
you used and, if your e-mail address does not indicate your name (like mine - Ed.), please
add your name. This means that Carole is able to balance her books with full transparency.
for example, the e-mail could read something like:Hi Carole,
I’ve just transferred $50.50 into the APS account for 5 x 140mm pots
and 6 tubes with reference N Wilson - plants.
Thanks
Neil Wilson

Thanks in advance - it will save a lot of unnecessary checking and guessing that Carole has
had to cope with previously. It will make her job much easier and more accurate.
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Regeneration

by Warren Sheather

Over 20 years have elapsed since sheep were removed from our property, Yallaroo. During
their grazing tenure, prior to our purchase of the property, they left their mark on our
landscape. Many areas were almost totally denuded leaving thistles as the dominant plant.
Over the years there has been regeneration with native grasses, perennials and shrubs
reappearing. Our extensive planting has also contributed to regeneration.
Four species have been selected to illustrate the range of regeneration. Two species are
indigenous and two cultivated.
Cassinia quinquefaria is a local native
that has returned in large numbers
with seedlings continually appearing.
C. quinquefaria is a member of the
Asteraceae (Daisy) family and is a tall,
spreading shrub with narrow, greygreen, aromatic leaves and strawcoloured flower heads that are carried
on the ends of branches. The blooms
have an elusive perfume and are
carried through the warmer months.

Bursaria spinosa, Blackthorn is another local
native that has returned in large numbers. This
tall, upright shrub has oval leaves and the
branches are armed with large prickles. Creamywhite, fragrant flowers also cover the plants in the
warmer months.
B. spinosa is a useful plant that provides nesting
sites for small birds and the flowers attract many
insects including blue flower wasps that prey on
scarab larvae.
Callitris endlicheri and Grevillea arenaria are both
species that we have grown for many years. They
have both contributed to the regeneration of our
landscape.
C. enderlicheri, the Black Cypress Pine, is a tall conifer with light green foliage and globular
cones. Our trees are at least 15 metres tall. They
are growing in rip lines just inside our entrance.
Over the years large numbers of seedlings have
appeared in the vicinity of the adults. During a
rough census about 100 seedlings were counted
with some mature enough to develop cones.
G. arenaria is a shrub reaching a height of three
metres. The foliage is soft and grey. Flowers are
red and green. They are usually hidden in the
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foliage but honeyeaters have no difficulty finding them. G. arenaria is always full of
honeyeaters during the spring flowering period.
G. arenaria is found in the southern coast and tablelands of NSW. Our original plants came
from a population near Goulburn some years ago. Since then large numbers of seedlings
have germinated in a wide area. The species regenerates in larger numbers than any of our
other grevilleas.

Frost Management Revisited

By Neil Wilson

In 2015 a newsletter article, The Mechanics of Frost Damage (2015
(2015 Winter Newsletter Pg8
http://aps-armidale.org.au/resources/newsl/1502
armidale.org.au/resources/newsl/1502 Winter.pdf),
), and a Forum presentation in
May; Frost Management through Garden Design were delivered. Several people suggested
that the presentation be included in the newsletter at the time, but unfortunately,
unfortunatel it had to
wait until now. It may be a timely reminder for people to revisit this topic with winter just
around the corner. This is a summary of the presentation, the full version can be found at:at:
http://aps-armidale.org.au/activities/present/1505
armidale.org.au/activities/present/1505 Frost.html
Fros
Armidale City has around 100 frost days per year (Source: B.O.M.). Surrounding areas have
more so we have a challenging garden environment. In late Autumn, many plants are still
growing vigorously and if a sudden frost occurs, much damage is done. If however, the
nights get progressively colder, the plant readies itself for the first frost by stopping new
growth, reducing the flow of sap, conditioning cells and reducing the bacteria that form ice
nuclei.
Dew and the Dew Point
At night the ground will
ill cool causing condensation to occur on the ground.
ground The temperature
at this time is the DEW POINT. The dew point changes with pressure and time.
Frost forms in the same way except it occurs when the dew point is below freezing point
(notice that no temperature is given) IN STILL AIR.
At higher altitudes, the
pressures are lower. This
means that ice forms at
higher temperatures here.
Therefore frosts can form
between April and
December, but are almost
guaranteed between ANZAC Day and the October long weekend. Notice the differences
between the minimum temperatures at two collection sites (Airport is considerably higher
than the Tree Group Nurseryy which gets much heavier frosts - this seems to contradict the
statement above, but it will be explained later).
Frost Formation - There are two main ways that frost can form.
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A. Radiation frost or Hoar Frost is the most common type in Australia. When the
ground loses heat to the atmosphere, it cools down. This almost always occurs under
clear skies with little or no wind.
wind

Hoar frost in the garden

Black frost
rost on a waterfall

B. Advection frost (also known as "freeze") or Black Frost,, can occur at any time, day or
night. When a mass of very cold air replaces the warmer air, everything containing
water will freeze. This type of frost is uncommon in Australia.
Factors affecting RADIATION FROST FORMATION (In the order of importance)

1. RADIATION ‘VIEW’
Full night sky is visible ↓ MAXIMUM
FROST FORMATION (complete
complete frost cover)
Plants under the top
‘night sky’ picture ‘see’
100% of the sky - Heavy
Frost cover forms.
Plants under the middle
‘night sky’ picture ‘see’
~ 20% of the sky minimal frosting occurs.
Plants under the lower
‘sky’ picture shows
about 80% sky significant, but NOT
complete frosting.

Around 80% cover
- virtually no frost.
Around 20%
cover Leaf edges
frosted.

Partial night sky is
visible ↓ PARTIAL
FROST FORMATION

Clear roofing (like polycarbonate) will act as 100% cover as long as there are walls also. (see
temporary frost covers at the end). Shade cloth is less effective but has some merit.
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2. AIR MOVEMENT
Wind will stop frost from forming and some areas of the garden may produce air
movements naturally. Passageways between buildings can form natural wind tunnels which
may form less frost than seen in neighboring areas, even on still nights.
3. HEIGHT ABOVE
VE THE GROUND
Frost forms first at ground level and gradually rises to
higher levels. Therefore temperatures at ground level
are always lowest.
Many plants are frost tender while young. When they
reach 1m or so, they are less prone to frost.
Corymbia maculata or spotted gum is one example.

4. COLD AIR DRAINAGE AND
D DAMMING FORMING FROST
FR
HOLLOWS
Cold air from the top of a hill runs down slopes (like treacle) and may collect in low lying
areas such as lakes, rivers and depressions. The top of any hill will be less affected than
lower slopes.

Frost can form in these areas, even when surrounding areas are frost free. This is why the
Tree Group Nursery has lower temperatures and heavier frosts than the airport.
5. MOISTURE CONTENT / HUMIDITY
UMIDITY
Water can absorb
bsorb and hold much energy. Soil and plants that have good water content raise
the night temperatures enough to keep the temperature above the dew point. Plants that
are dry or water stressed will be affected far more by frost.
Therefore, keep your plants well hydrated.
Quick Thaws.
Direct morning sun can cause death to frosted areas when the frost is melted quickly. The
rapid thawing causes the plant cells to rupture (dehydrate). So sensitive plants (especially
the tips) must be shaded from the morning sun.
s
This could make the difference between
damage and death of a section (or all) of the plant.
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6. HEAT SINKS AND SUN TRAPS
RAPS
Unshaded rocks (or concrete) will absorb much heat during the day and they are poor
radiators, therefore raise night temperatures near plants. North and West facing rocks/walls
are best.. The more sunlight they get, the greater the effect (darker colours are better).

Podocarpus lawrencii in the Kosciusco N.P.

Eastern Arthur Range SW Tas.
This ‘tree’ is ~1.5m tall.

Rocks and walls that are sheltered from winds can absorb much more heat, and protect
plants more - they form Sun Traps (see the second photo above and below). Organic
mulches will attract heavy frosts compared to stone mulches which
h absorb heat.
heat
Water tanks and ponds are great heat reservoirs, as water holds a lot of heat and will not
radiate well. Below is a picture of my western facing back yard after a moderate frost.
Water tanks provide the
most protection (~2.5m).
Western facing brick wall
provides ~2m of frost
protection (dark bricks are
better).
Glass walled sun room (with
polycarbonate roof)
provides about 1.5m.
1.5m

TEMPORARY FROST PROTECTION
ECTION
Covers can reduce heat loss during the night. They must go to
the ground or the radiation from the ground is unimpeded,
cooling the plant almost as much as having no protection.
Fabrics that shelter from radiation loss can protect the plants
much better.
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From Head Office

from John Aitken

Annual AGM and May Gathering
Just a reminder that AGM and May gathering of APS NSW is being held on 20 May, which is
being hosted by the Central Coast Group at Kariong. The AGM will begin at 12pm and
generally takes 30 minutes. The gathering will begin at 2.30pm following lunch.
The 2016 annual report, agenda and proxy form for the AGM can be found on the APS NSW
website at www.austplants.com.au
2. Proposed Change of APS NSW logo
As part of its strategic plan, we are in the process of updating our logo and branding in
preparation for an updated website. We want to seek your feedback. As some of you will be
aware, Heather Miles, our Secretary sent out a number of logos for feedback from District
Groups and received about 100 responses. While votes were spread, one of the logos was
more preferred than the others.
However, the feedback process uncovered two additional pieces of information:
•
•

We can’t use the initials APS in our logo, as it is a registered trading name of another
organisation.
More importantly, we discovered that our original waratah logo was drawn by Betty
Maloney, who with her sister Jean, were the pioneers of Australian bush gardening
and Betty herself was a botanic artist. She drew the picture of the waratah and gave
it to APS NSW to use. The logo was recreated about 15 years ago as originally drawn
to allow it to be ‘digitised’ and rescaled by one of our members.
For this reason, we
think that we need
to consult with all
our members for
their preferences.
There two options one that was
preferred in our
initial feedback
process and the
second is using our
original waratah
with updated
layout and font.
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FOR YOUR DIARY
May

5

for a full list, go to our website.

Newsletter issued (& posted)

1314

Tenterfield Field Naturalists - Trip to Butterfield N.P.- If you are
interested in this trip, contact Patrick or Neil W for details.

16

7:00 Native Plants Forum - Presentation at 7.30. At ASCA House
Armidale. Presentation by Peter Metcalfe Plants to Attract Birds to the Garden.

20

10:00am Garden Visit. Jen & Nathan Wise on Rockvale Road Armidale.
A developing garden. Following this, Anne & Neil Wilson’s garden is
optional (has changed somewhat) or people can have a coffee/tea
somewhere to be decided on the day. An e-mail will follow with details.

29

8.00-12.30 Markets in the Mall

3

1:00- 4:00pm Arboretum working bee.

11

A trip to Torrington is planned with Sarah and David Caldwell. The
group is to meet at Torrington Hall at 10.00am. The walk will involve
rough, off track walking and bush bashing to find specific species.
All participants should have good bush and navigational experience
(and all necessary equipment). Contact Patrick for details.

18

10:00 Garden Visit - Lois & Jeff Dennes.
12:00 Winter Solstice Luncheon at the Wicklow Hotel (Marsh &
Dumaresq). Details to follow.

25

8.00-12.30 Markets in the Mall

July

30

8.00-12.30 Markets in the Mall

August

2

Deadline for Newsletter articles to be tendered.

5

1:00- 4:00pm Arboretum working bee.

7

Newsletter issued (and posted).

19

10:00 Workshop at Barbara & John Nevin’s (instead of the Native
Plants Forum). Workshop by : John Nevin
Growing Wattles in the Garden and how to identify them.

27

8:00-12:30 Markets in the Mall followed by:-

27

1.00pm - Wattle Day Luncheon at The Grand Hotel
Information / reminder by e-mail.

June

Annual Get Together:- Coffs Harbour, 2-3 September, ‘Native Plants for NSW’ has details.
Or: http://austplants.com.au/Html/APSNSWRegionalGetTogether.pdf
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
for Australian Plant Society (ABN 87 002 680 408)
MEMBERSHIP TYPE: (please tick appropriate box ) Annual Fee Concession
Single
Joint (two adults at the same address)
Concession applied for:
PERSONAL Details:
a) Mr Mrs Miss
Given Name(s):

Limited Fixed Income

$56
$66

$48
$56

Full Time Student

{Joint members please complete BOTH a) and b)}
Ms

Dr other

b) Mr Mrs Miss
Given Name(s):

Ms

Dr other

Surname:

Surname:

Postal Address:

Postal Address: (if different)

Postcode:
Tel: Home (
Work: (
Fax: ( )

)
)

Email:

Postcode:
Tel: Home (if different)
Work: (if different)
Fax: (if different)
Email:(if different)

Please return form with payment to: Membership Officer, APS Armidale Branch, PO
Box 735, Armidale NSW 2350
PAYMENT: $……………… is enclosed by:
Cash
Cheque, payable to APS Armidale Branch
Money Order, payable to APS Armidale Branch
EFT is available, please email the membership officer if you are paying by this method.
Name of Account: APS Armidale and District
BSB:
932000
Account No:
642450
Include your surname as a reference to allow payments to be allotted to you.
IF APPLICABLE (please tick)
I do NOT wish my contact details to be made available to other members.
Signature: …………………………………………
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